
THE CHRISTIAN GOAL  

 

Albert Einstein once said,  “if you want to live a happy and productive life then you need to tie that life to a 

goal.” With such words, Scripture agrees. Proverbs 29:18 states, “where there is no vision (or goal), the people 

perish”. Simply possessing a goal however is not enough. It needs to be the right goal. This includes even the 

Christian. If we are to live the kind of happy and productive lives God desires, then we need to make sure the 

goal we possess is the goal given by His Word.  

1. WHAT IS THE CHRISTIAN GOAL? 

1.1. (Phi 3:14) = According to Paul, the “goal” of the Christian is acquiring the prize. This is the direction we are 
to be running through the decisions and actions of our life (“I press on [chase or run] toward [in the direction 
of] the goal for the prize ”).  
 
1.2. What is the prize? The prize is heaven (or the next life—the reboot). Hence the reason Paul identifies it as 
the upward call (“the prize of the upward [or heavenly] call”).  In verse 11 Paul refers to it as “the 
resurrection from the dead.” (10-11).  
 
1.3. This is why king Jesus saved us (“call” = chosen for salvation) Why I say “king Jesus”? B/C it is the 
call/salvation “of God in Christ Jesus” = Christ means king (e.g. Luk 23:1-3). So (again), this is why king Jesus 
saved us (12) =  Jesus made us “His own” (He saved us) so that we would “press on to make it (the prize of 
heaven) [our] own.”  
 
1.4. Paul unpacks the goal and its heavenly prize a little more in (20-21) “but our citizenship is in heaven” = 
This is stated in terms of a goal not as a current reality (we don’t set our mind/focus/goal on “earthly things” 
[v19], but on becoming citizens of heaven). At that time Jesus will transform our “lowly (base-model, ghetto) 
body” to be like His “glorious (superior, G-wagon) body” – i.e. a body no longer susceptible to pain and 
suffering – including death (1Co 15:42-55). What is implied by all these statements about our bodies is that 
the same will be true about the place they dwell. Heaven will be a place where those things also have ceased 
to exist - -- which means never again will we be asked to sacrifice or suffer (things we are expected to do 
endure in this life – 1:29) (Rev 21:1-5; Consider also Rom 8:18-28).  
 
1.5. So then (once more) THIS is the CHRISTIAN GOAL. This is why we were saved/enlisted by King Jesus: We 
were saved to “press on” (lit. chase after) the prize (of heaven). That is (therefore to be our 
focus/purpose/GOAL in this life)—getting to the next life (the better life). This is why we DO what WE DO. This 
determines our actions and choices: we do everything to achieve our GOAL of getting to heaven (v11 -“by any 
means possible”) 
 
1.6. In summary (then): The Christian goal (given by king Jesus) is to get to heaven. 
 
1.7. NOW having said that, let me tell you what I think is true of too many in this church. Based on how you 

live the Christian life (or your perspective on life or how I hear you discipling your kids), you think the goal is 

just the opposite. The GOAL for you is not “acquire the prize of heaven” BUT “avoid the pain of hell.”  

 



1.8. As a result of thinking this way, you have a very hard time getting through this life (as a Christian) or being 

bold or passionate about the things of God. IOW: You are not very motivated about being a Christian –b/c 

being a Christian is all about avoiding pain (or the worst pain of hell). Being a Christian is all about being 

focused on something NEGATIVE (avoidance of pain) rather than something POSITIVE (the chasing after a 

prize).  

1.9. The Christian life (for you) is essentially just the lesser of two evils: endure having your fingernails pulled 

out one by one (as you face the sacrifice and suffering associated with following Christ) SO THAT you can avoid 

the far worse form of suffering (cooking forever in a lake of fire). God is viewed (by you) as little more than a 

COSMIC KILLJOY and SADIST – someone who takes pleasure in torturing people. He is therefore not someone 

you are inclined to love or want to get to know. Hence the reason you don’t like to read your Bible and worry 

about missing out of the pleasures of this world (you need some relief from the negativity of your Christian 

existence).  

1.10. Living as though the Christian GOAL is the avoidance of pain also makes people cowards. Anytime 

something difficult has to be done (or something difficult is taking place in the church or in your home), you 

start to shrink back and question whether you should pull the trigger.  

1.11. Another result of thinking the GOAL of the Christian life is the avoidance of pain (most esp. the pain of 

hell) is that you don’t look much different from the world around you. This is the view of the atheist: seek as 

much comfort as I can while avoiding as much pain as I can.  

1.12. The problem with this as your goal (the avoidance of pain) is the chances of succeeding (in any 

demonstrable way) is like avoiding a snowflake in a blizzard. Trials and tribulations are a fact of life (for the 

Christian and the Atheist) and the more you avoid them, the more plentiful they will be and the more 

disappointed and disillusioned you will become.  

1.13. This (btw) is the answer to what confuses many people in regard to why rockstars or movie stars or the 

rich and famous are still susceptible to depression and will (at times) even kill themselves (e.g., Chester 

Bennington – lead singer for Linkin Park, Cheslie Kryst – Miss USA 2019, Robin Williams – famous actor; Ernest 

Hemingway – famous writer). All the money, fun, food, possessions of this world cannot remove the trials and 

tribulations. Life will still be filled with pain and suffering. Trying to avoid it is (again) like trying to avoid a 

snowflake in a blizzard. And for these famous people (as well as many other people in this world), they 

thought having more money or things would relieve or remove that (and it didn’t) which led them to hitting 

the wall of ULITMATE disillusionment (and then depression or even suicide).  

1.14. Which means this: the very thing the people of this world want (more than all the money and 

possessions and power of this world) is the one thing that only God can provide.  

1.15. Only being a Christian can grant you that PRIZE, the prize of gaining an eternity where pain no longer 

exists, where you will never be asked to sacrifice or suffer again. That’s heaven. A place free from the very 

thing every human being wants more than anything else. BUT only the Christian has that prize available to 

them. Kind of makes you feel sorry for the person in the world (or the atheist) doesn’t it?  

1.16. This world (with all of its pain) is the best if will ever be (what they have to look forward to wb even 

worse). For the Christian (however), this is the worst it will ever be (what we have to look forward to is the 

best---the thing all people want more than anything else---to live without pain and suffering).  

1.17. That’s the incredible deal Jesus gives to the Christian: “submit, sacrifice and suffer for Me now, and you 

will never be asked (or experience) those things ever again.”  



1.18. For the person in the world, the sacrifice and suffering of this world is all “meaningless evil” to be 

avoided. For the Christian, God uses all the sacrifice and suffering to push us in the direction of our goal (Rom 

8:28). They function as the meaningful tests we are motivated to pass so that we can WIN OUR PRIZE (Jam 

1:12).  

1.19. The outlook for the atheist/world is depressing and TRAGIC, the outlook for CHRISTIAN’S is encouraging 

and TRIUMPHANT.  

1.20. Having the correct GOAL is (therefore) imperative AND a HUGE perspective changer – one that 

transforms how you approach and live your Christian life. The sacrifice, suffering, trials and temptations 

associated with living as a Christian are now viewed as TOTALLY worth it –GIVEN THE PRIZE it will award to us 

if we pass (Rom 8:18; 2Co 4:16-18).  

1.21. All living things are wired this way (btw): we are motivated (and willing to suffer) if we believe there is 

reward that outweighs the suffering or sacrifice involved to get it (e.g. 1) athletes – Olympics, NFL, 2) soldiers 

in war –think of those WWII soldiers going to their death on the beaches of Normandy, 3) students grueling 

thru college. They are all happy to do it b/c they believe the sacrifice and suffering to achieve the goal/prize to 

be worth it).  

1.22. And so it is w/our Christian life when we have the right GOAL. When the GOAL is heaven, we wb willing 

to sacrifice and suffer (“by any means possible” – v11) to get there (and do it happily) for our king. 

1.23. Parents, this is what you need to preach to your kids of: the goal of being a Christian (the reason king 

Jesus saved us) is not the avoidance of pain but the acquiring of heaven. It is not about this life BUT the next 

life (the unseen that is eternal).  

1.24. This is the GOAL we need to constantly remind ourselves of (especially in the midst of trials and 

temptations): We gladly remain faithful (and are willing to give up whatever) b/c the prize is worth it!  

2. WHO WILL ACHIEVE THE GOAL? 

2.1. Only those Christians who were loyal to King Jesus and His church over everything else.  

Only those Christians will realize the GOAL and win the heavenly prize. 

2.2. Jesus didn’t save us to become better humanists (humanism = system of thought attaching prime 

importance to human rather than divine matters or agendas; i.e., the will/desire/value of humans > God).  

2.3. Jesus saved us to become loyal-to-the-death theists (what I mean by this term = God comes first). This will 

make us (at least according to the judgment of the world), pretty poor humanists. Especially when that means 

you will choose Jesus and His church over other human beings (including family). To the world (esp. the world 

today which worships the family), that makes you a “cult” and a “monster.” 

2.4. There sb ZERO question among anyone claiming to be Christian or a church that Jesus requires such 

loyalty to realize the goal and get the heavenly prize given how clear it is: 

2.4.1. In the teaching of Jesus (Mat 10:32-39; Mat 19:27-30; Luk 14:25-35)  

2.4.2. Re: loyalty to the point of death – this was Jesus and He is to be our example (Phi 2:5-8; Heb 12:1-4) 

2.4.3. Re: loyalty to His church. This is the one evangelicals hate – but again consider the words of Jesus (Mat 

18:17-20 = You reject the church and Jesus won’t be standing w/you, He will be standing w/them) 



Consider also the words of the early church (Chris Gross’ quote from Origen last week) 

“If someone from this people wants to be saved, let him come into this house so that he may be able to attain 

his salvation. . . . Let no one, then, be persuaded otherwise, nor let anyone deceive himself: Outside of this 

house, that is, outside of the Church, no one is saved; for, if anyone should go out of it, he is guilty of his own 

death” (Homilies on Joshua 3:5 [A.D. 250]).   

3. HOW DO DETERMINE IF A CHURCH IS PURSUING THE CHRISTIAN GOAL? 

3.1. Well, based on what we just learned under the prior two questions, I would say that the number one way 

to determine whether a Church is pursuing the Christian GOAL is…  

By assessing their loyalty to King Jesus and His church over everything else.  

3.1. Wouldn’t you agree? Think about it. What do churches exist for? Is it not to see that people realize (or 

acquire) the GOAL given by king Jesus?! Which means if we want to determine whether (or not) they are doing 

that, what we need to look at/assess is how loyal they are to king Jesus and His church (since this is what He 

tells us we need to do to achieve the GOAL).   

3.2. So what does that look like? How do we assess their loyalty to Jesus and His church? The easy answer wb 

by examining what is preached week in and week out. Is it loyalty to Jesus and His church as necessary to 

heaven (or faith alone)? IOW: what is their gospel?  

3.3. The more telling way (however) to determine that loyalty is (like anything else) looking at the church’s 

actual performance/actions when such loyalty was challenged by loyalty to other things (like loyalty to family 

members). For example, when a child or other family members crossed the line into apostasy – what did the 

church do? What did it tell its people to do? Or what about when it was clear unbelieving family or friends 

needed to be separated from (or fellowship rejected) as taught in loyalty to Jesus passages such as 2Co 6:14-

18 or 2Jo 1:9-11?  

3.4. Are NOT those things the real markers of loyalty to Jesu and His church? We tend to look at the number of 

people who were declared apostate in a church or people separated from as a negative thing (esp. when they 

are family) when in reality, every single one of those is a demonstration of that church’s loyalty to Jesus when 

it counted most (is it not)? DID WE NOT JUST READ that family would be the area that would cause the most 

division (and determine ultimately where people stood in regard to eternity (by which side they chose to be 

most loyal to thru their actions)? 

3.3. SO how are we doing in this respect (Beloved)? HOW is CCC doing in pursuing the CHIRSTIAN GOAL based 

on our loyalty to king Jesus and His church? Has this church ever flinched to show her loyalty – even when it 

meant losing family or friends? (Ever?) Have we ever put something above loyalty to king Jesus and His 

church? 

3.4. BIGTIME change of perspective on things (wouldn’t you agree?) Makes me proud (and super thankful) to 

be a part of this church and ALL THE MORE committed to such loyalty as our STRATEGY for the future 

(Amen?). 

3.5. Why then do people sometimes belly ache or look down on such things? B/C they forget THE GOAL. They 

forget why our king (Jesus) so graciously saved us. And when you forget the GOAL, they likewise forget the 

strategy for realizing it and winning the prize.  



3.6. This isn’t a book club or a society for humanists. This is a church under the rule of King Jesus. Which 

means we are (and will always be as long as I am pastor) committed to the GOAL He gave us when He saved us 

and will continue to operate according to the only strategy that will cause us to realize it (loyalty to Him and 

His church over everything else).   

3.7. And if you don’t like that (or me b/c of that), don’t worry, I promise I won’t lose any sleep over you! I 

sleep just fine b/c I know that for the last 20+ years I have had the wonderful privilege of being a part of a 

church that doesn’t JUST preach loyalty to our King--- but practices it. And that (as far as what God says in His 

word) goes, is the only kind of church that can get you to heaven. That is the only winning strategy. 

 

CLOSING CONSIDERATION: 1) We will improve our sound gospel proclamation to include the Christian GOAL. 

As such, we will now say, “The sound gospel is the good news of heaven if we are loyal to Jesus and His church 

in the relationship of covenant.”; 2) After the blessing from Numbers 6, I will say, “All for King Jesus” to which 

you will reply with, “All for King Jesus” 


